FYZNFT
Access pop cultures rarest NFTs with Fyooz

fyooz.io/fyznft

What it is about
Fyooz is launching exclusive NFTs with some of the world's biggest artists and celebrities. FYZNFT is the token that grants access to NFTs directly from the world’s biggest
artists and celebrities, including a next dimension in NFTs: Experience NFTs. The
holders of FYZNFT will get:

Live Stream NFTs

Award NFTs

Live Gaming NFTs

Custom Car NFTs

Digital Merch NFTs

Collab NFTs

Career Highlight NFTs

Music Video NFTs

Meme NFTs

Song NFTs

Platinum Plaque NFTs

Social Media NFTs

As a FYZNFT token owner, you get the exclusive right to become a member of the
"FYZNFT Moon Club" in the form of a Telegram group. There is a good chance you will
meet celebrities in this group, since they are members holding FYZNFT as well.
Anyone who gets their hands on an NFT through the FYZNFT Moon Club will have two
options: Keep it or sell it
As of the publication of this White Paper, a Uniswap pool has been created with an
initial liquidity of 200,000 FYZNFT. The initial price at pool opening is $0.05 per
FYZNFT. Please note that the price may be affected by third party bots. The total
supply is 1,000,000 FYZNFT.
FYZNFT Token Logo:

A minimum of 1,000 FYZNFT is required for FYZNFT Moon Club membership.
Buy FYZNFT by clicking here:

FYZ
NFT

ETH

CLICK HERE TO
GET FYZNFT ON UNISWAP
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Experience NFTs
Besides all the known NFTs Fyooz introduces a new type: The Experience NFT. The
owner will get up close and personal with artists and celebrities, like never before.
The associated experience can be a one time or a multiple-time experience, or indeed
a ticket for ongoing events. Since Experience NFTs can be traded after the issuance in
the FYZNFT Moon Club, the market will decide what the experience with the celebrity
will be worth. Examples might be:

Beer Pong with
Post Malone

Live Chat with
Lil Yachty

Studio Session
with Mustard

As with one-time or multiple experiences, the collectible may still be worth something
after the experience has been redeemed since the history of any collectible is key.

How it works
With the publication of this White Paper, the race for the first FYZNFT tokens begins.
There is a total supply of 1,000,000 FYZNFT. The holders of the minimum amount of
1,000 FYZNFT get access to the FYZNFT Moon Club. These are the members that will
get the exclusive NFTs.
1. We will airdrop 200,000 FYZNFT to the Fyooz Circle Community. At the same time,
FYZNFT can be purchased on Uniswap. The initial price per FYZNFT is $0.05.
2. The group will be opened and accessible at the latest in two week from now.
3. Once the FYZNFT Moon Club is live, members will will have the opportunity to get
the the NFTs in the following ways:

NFT Airdrops
NFTs will be airdropped to the members. The mechanism for assignment could be:

One for all:

All members get the NFT

First come, First served:

A limited number of members get the NFT

Votings:

Members vote on allocation

FYZNFT holdings:

The more you hold, the more you benefit

Wheel of Fortune:

Leaving it to chance
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NFT Purchase
NFTs can also be purchased by the members according to the following principles:

Auction:

An auction is organized by Fyooz within
the FYZNFT Moon Club

Bidding:

The highest bidder receives the NFTs

Group Purchase:

A group of FYZNFT decides to purchase an
NFT together

Perhaps other forms will emerge in the future.

Access to the FYZNFT Moon Club
Once the circle is established you need to hold at least 1,000 FYZNFT or the system
will automatically remove you from the group of eligible participants. It’s also possible
that additional rules will be established to add some momentum.

How to get FYZNFT tokens
There are two possibilities to get FYZNFT: By airdrop in the Fyooz Cricle Community or
purchase on Uniswap.

Airdrop to the Fyooz Circle
We will start airdropping 100,000 FYZNFT to our loyal members from “The Club”
immediately. For this group the rule is simple: First come, first served. For our bigger
investors from «The Jury» a total of 100,000 FYZNFT is reserved. This amount will be
divided equally among “The Jury” members the moment the „FYZNFT Moon Club“
opens, whereby “The Jury” members who are already in the group will be awarded
with the double amount.
Table 1: Distribution of Initial Airdrop
Who
The Club
The Jury

# of people

# of FYZNFT

125
split

800
tbd

Max. FYZNFT
Airdrop
100,000
100,000

200,000
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How to get the FYZNFT Airdrop
To benefit from FYZNFT token airdrop, you first need to be a member of a Fyooz
Circle. "The Club", "The Jury" or "Hall of Fame". To enter one of the circles you must be
a holder of FYZ Coins. Follow these instructions:

BUY FYZ ON
UNISWAP

BECOME PART
OF FYOOZ CIRCLE

CONNECT
EXISTING WALLET

Buy FYZ Coins to qualify for Fyooz Circle.

Become a Fyooz Circle
member by following
these instructions.

if you already have an
FYZ wallet, connect it
and get access.

BUY

JOIN

CONNECT

Tokenomics
The total supply is 1,000,000 FYZNFT. The allocation is as follows:
Table 2: Purpose, Type, and Allocation of FYZNFT.
Purpose

Amount
FYZNFT

Value $

Percent

Airdrop
Fyooz Treasury
Stars & Advisors
Uniswap
Reserve

200,000
200,000
200,000
200,000
200,000

10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000

20%
20%
20%
20%
20%

Type
unlocked
unlocked
reserved
liquidity
reserved

Explanation
Airdrop
The initial airdrop is announced with the publication of this White Paper. The maximum of 200,000 FYZNFT can be claimed by the above-described groups and rules.
Unclaimed tokens will go into the treasury.

Treasury
200,000 FYZNFT are reserved for marketing, awarding Fyooz community members or
suppliers that contribute to the project and add value.
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Stars & Advisors
200,000 FYZNFT are reserved for stars and advisors to have skin in the game. Under
current law, US stars and advisors are unable to sell FYZNFT for 12 months, which
applies to nearly 50% of the stars and advisors pool.

Uniswap
The initial liquidity on Uniswap is 200,000 FYZNFT. In no case will liquidity ever be
withdrawn. The initial price per FYZNFT is $ 0.05.
▶ https://www.fyooz.io/circle/

Reserve
Proposals for unlocking and using the reserve of 200,000 FYZNFT follow the rules of
the Fyooz Yellow Paper. Tokens from the Reserve can only be unlocked through the
voting and proposal power of the Fyooz Hall of Fame and Jury members.
▶ Check out the rules: Fyooz Yellow Paper

Wallet Distribution

Airdrop:

0x982d8a194efa89a4f1848b2f8c3d8ae9470e7706

Treasury:

0x81479a25f90057ec914eea37291222bba898c990

Stars & Advisors: 0xBa45401474C02775FA03B7E0866850F427E4b8A1
Uniswap:

0xDfd4c482E09DC2bd52196De4DebAC51Fa23Ce618

Reserve:

0x72a2434C7E8162E915A1E4d706cDA96798fd784F

From these wallets the FYZNFT gets distributed. Check out the holders here:
▶ http://bit.ly/FYZNFT_Balances

FYZNFT Moon Club launch
At the time of the launch of the “FYZNFT Moon Club” the following NFTs await you:
• The first drop from Fyooz will be the Celebrity World Pong League NFT offering the
chance to play Beer Pong vs. Post Malone, just like other superstars in the league.
• We airdrop our first music NFT with the hottest underground rappers of the US.
Group members include Killah Priest, Rass Kass, Kurupt, and Canibus.
• We airdrop another Lil Yachty NFT (the first “Yachty Coin” NFT has been sold for 16k
on Nifty Gateway)
• We drop King Bach NFTs, including “Hold The Line” Social Post
• And many more to come!
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LEGAL DISCLAIMER
DUE TO COUNTRY-SPECIFIC REGULATIONS, BUYING AND SELLING FYZNFT COINS AND
FYZ COINS IS NOT POSSIBLE FOR U.S. RESIDENTS AND CITIZENS.
The FYZNFT Coin, issued by Ones And Heroes GmbH, Zurich, Switzerland, does not constitute an investment and is not
a security. There are other crypto coins or tokens in the market that either explicitly or implicitly are securities or that
are intended to have the characteristics of securities and that promise or that are intended to provide a return to
investors in a manner comparable to the types of returns expected by equity investors. The Star Token, however, is not
such an investment.
The user is expected to buy and hold the FYZNFT Coin in order to gain access to exclusive memberships or the like.
This means that the FYZNFT Coin does not represent or constitute any ownership rights or stake, shares or security or
equivalent rights in the Seller and therefore convey no rights to receive or participate in future profits, revenue
streams, proceeds, or other forms of financial gains that are related to the activities.
The FYZNFT Coin does further not create or confer any enforceable contractual or other obligations against the Seller.
The User therefore understands and acknowledges that the FYZNFT does not, and shall not be construed to, grant to
the User any license or right of any nature with respect to any intellectual property rights, rights of publicity, or
equivalent rights in or related to the Seller or any of its affiliates.
The User understands and acknowledges that the Seller has the right to add and remove Token Functionalities at any
time at their sole discretion. Since the addition of Token Functionalities by the Seller is not guaranteed, the User is
aware of the fact that the FYZNFT may not provide the User with any Token Functionalities at all.
Further, Users should only purchase tokens in such quantities as will actually be used by such User in the foreseeable
future.
The Terms on https://www.fyooz.io/terms-and-conditions-2/ are applicable.
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